Single Occupancy room assignments
All students in residence halls are in single bedrooms.

Housing Isolation Process
Housing and Residence Life continue to facilitate required and optional quarantine and isolation support to students including intake, assignments, check in, meal delivery, student support, and transportation to and from isolation spaces. This includes partnering with Dining Services for Wellness Meals program and Dining Service sponsored transitional meal kits. Coordination with Custodial support in between isolation use.

Campus Activities (#520 of events PP 1000| # of events virtual)
Drive in Movie, Goat Yoga and Paint Social to name just a few.
Virtual and in Person (Smoke impact and adjustments to virtual), Club fair on patio

Flu Fighters (SURC)
Support with the Influencer program

Residence Life coordinated the following:
a. 130 programs/virtual events have been put on between 9/8-11/19
b. 1,812 Cat Connections have been completed and logged by an average of 50 RAs
c. 9 RHA meetings with about 8 students present on average.
d. The Program of the Year recognized regionally at PACURH 2020 was called V.I.Ps (virtually implemented programs). It was a series of 10 virtual events held weekly during spring 2020 by the RHA Executive Board & Fiona Corner.
e. 9 NRHH meetings with about 8 students present on average.

C-19 Testing support and coordination
HRL & Student Involvement staff supported CWU Medical Services and coordinated logistics for multiple COVID19 testing in pop-up and residence hall settings for students.

Operations Adjustments
Cleaning frequency, locations, protocols. (per custodial)
Furniture in lounges & SURC density changes, furniture removed &/or spaced to fit current WA guidelines

Orientation & Transition Programs
36+ Welcome Week events, monthly Wildcat Wednesday virtual meetings, 500+ hours of On-boarding Activities with Orientation Leaders

University 101
Student living staff were instructors for 328 students in 11 sections

Initiatives
- Central 101 Orientation and on Boarding
- Early move in ~ 3 day process
- Winter Break Housing ~ 6 week (20-25 staying in the halls- Apartments remain open)
- CARES Act Funding request process for winter break housing application
- CWU Connect APP
- Clubs and Organizations Active
- ASCWU Active
- Collaborated with Recreation to provide streaming of fitness classes
- Collaborated with Event Services on virtual studio for streaming of live shows
- Supported Public Affairs’ COVID communications with videos socializing masks, PSAs on 88.1 The Burg, digital screen messages
- Regular updates to SURC-specific signage and messages related to COVID, building hours, etc.
- Adjusted creative services to focus more on digital assets promoting events
- Initiating collaborations with other areas on plan to keep students connected over break and looking forward to winter
- Mask and Thermometer distribution out of the Information Center
- Created a virtual studio space in the Ballroom to have live virtual shows
- Created virtual space on the University Calendar to promote virtual events
- Assisted with COVID testing
- Reduced usage of the SURC to Students, Staff and Faculty only
52 events

In person and virtual

Opportunities for our students to connect, engage, and build community

9/5 @ 7pm Outdoor GOGO (in person & Jackbox)
9/6 @ 10pm Drag Bingo
9/7 @ 8pm Movie Madness: Spaceballs
9/9 @ 9am-11am First Day of 13th Grade (outside)
9/9 @ 9am-11am Face Covering Distribution
9/10 @ 11am-1pm Custom Makes & Takes (Tie-Dye Masks)
9/10 @ Noon-2pm Face Covering Distribution
9/11 @ 3pm-5pm ESC/Club/Org/Dept Fair
9/11 @ 2pm-5pm Face Covering Distribution
9/14 @ 8pm Movie Madness: Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark
9/16 @ 8pm GOGO- Geek Out: Game Out
9/17 @ 8pm Fall Concert Series: Sp3rrrow
9/18 @ 3pm-5pm ESC/Club/Org/Dept Fair
9/21 @ 8pm Movie Madness: Dinner for Schmucks
9/23 @ 7pm-9pm Trivia w/ Rec: Harry Potter
9/25 @ 3pm-5pm ESC/Club/Org/Dept Fair
9/26 @ 7:30pm Drive In Movie: Jurassic Park
9/28 @ 8pm Movie Madness (Hunting Ground w/Wellness)
9/30 @ 7-9pm Trivia w/ Rec (CLCE: Ellensburg Community Trivia)
10/1 @ 8pm Fall Concert Series: The Ranch Dawgs
10/2 @ 7pm-9pm Bingo 10/5 @ 8pm Movie Madness: DEC: Disclosure
10/7 @ 7pm-9pm Trivia w/ Rec: Marvel Trivia
10/12 @ NA Homecoming: Door Decorating Contest
10/12 @ 8pm Movie Madness: Enola Holmes
10/13 @ 7pm RHA: Talent Showcase
10/14 @ 8pm Paint Social
10/15 @ 7pm-9pm Trivia w/ Rec: CWU Themed
10/16 @ 4pm Goat Yoga
10/17 @ Noon Golf Cart Parade
10/17 @ 8pm Magician Nash Fung
10/19 @ 8pm Movie Madness-Transfer Center-Scott Pilgrim vs the World
10/21 @ 7pm-9pm Trivia w/ Rec-Transfer Center "Transitions"
10/22 @ 8pm Fall Concert Series
10/26 @ 8pm Movie Madness: CLCE: Despicable Me
10/28 @ 8pm GOGO- Geek Out: Game Out
10/28 @ 7pm-9pm Trivia w/ Rec: Halloween
10/31 @ 3pm-7pm Halloween
10/31 @ 9pm-Midnight Haunting at Central (Caricature & Escape Rooms)
10/31 @ 7-9pm Hide & Seek
11/2 @ 8pm Movie Madness: Spotlight
11/4 @ 7pm-9pm Trivia w/ Rec: Friendsgiving
11/6 @ 8pm Making Juggling Tolerable
11/9 @ 8pm Movie Madness: Pride and Prejudice
11/11 @ 8pm GOGO - Geek Out: Game Out
11/12 @ 8pm Fall Concert Series
11/16 @ 8pm Movie Madness-International Ed Week-The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind
11/18 @ 7pm-9pm Trivia w/Rec: International Ed Week
11/23 @ 8pm Movie Madness: The Help